


ABOUT US JAPONESQUE’s founder, a professional 
model, was captivated by the unique makeup tools and palettes used 
by Japanese makeup artists in Kabuki theater in Japan.  Inspired by the 
artistry, she brought these tools to the US where they eventually found 
their way to a feature story in Glamour Magazine.  This article captured 
the attention of US makeup artists who wanted these palettes for their 
clients and JAPONESQUE was born.  

Driven by the love of creating beauty, JAPONESQUE has earned the 
reputation of creating the most refined, innovative and distinctive 
beauty accessories, makeup brushes and cosmetics in the world. 
Favored by celebrated makeup artists and beauty professionals 
worldwide, JAPONESQUE products are crafted with precision and 
performance in mind.  Exceptional materials, superior craftsmanship and 
uncompromising standards have allowed us to create a line of coveted 
products that deliver flawless results.  JAPONESQUE is trusted by makeup 
artists and beauty aficionados alike and has some of the most desired 
cosmetics and beauty accessories in the world.



COSMETICS JAPONESQUE Color Cosmetics are 
formulated with superior quality ingredients to perform exactly as 
the user wishes, giving complete control to create a look that is an 
exceptional expression of beauty. Our pro-performance complexion 
cosmetics, including foundation, concealers, bronzers and highlighters 
deliver results with today’s most trending techniques to create a flawless 
canvas. Our artist inspired color palettes and lip colors offer runway 
beauty with the versatility to create looks ranging from soft and subtle 
to bold and bright.  



LUMINOUS FOUNDATION
An exquisitely dewy liquid foundation for the perfect 
balance of skin luminosity and flawless coverage. 
Exceptionally supple texture to layer, blend and 
customize coverage. Creamy and comfortable to wear, 
skin looks radiant and perfectly balanced. 
 
SHADE 01:  FAIR PORCELAIN: 11-244001 
SHADE 02:  LIGHT: 11-244002 
SHADE 03:  LIGHT BEIGE: 11-244003 
SHADE 04:  MEDIUM LIGHT: 11-244004 
SHADE 05:  MEDIUM NEUTRAL: 11-254005 
SHADE 06:  MEDIUM BEIGE: 11-254006 
SHADE 07:  MEDIUM DARK: 11-254007 
SHADE 08:  MEDIUM DARK: 11-264008  
SHADE 09:  DARK: 11-264009 
SHADE 10:  DARK: 11-264010

FACE

COLOR CORRECTING 
CRAYON
One stroke applies a soft wash of 
color correcting pigment. For use 
under foundation to neutralize 
problem areas without drying, 
melting or streaking. 

SHADE 01: 18-421100 
SHADE 02: 18-141101 
SHADE 03: 18-081102 
SHADE 04: 18-081104 
SHADE 05: 18-081105

VELVET TOUCH® CONCEALER
Provides superb matte coverage. 
Its flexible texture provides a 
fuller coverage for skin blemishes, 
discoloration and imperfections, and 
gives an elegant soft-focus finish.

SHADE 01: 14-244001 
SHADE 02: 14-244002 
SHADE 03:14-254004 
SHADE 04: 14-254005 
SHADE 05: 14-264006

PIXELATED COLOR® 
FINISHING POWDER 
This universal shade of ultra-fine 
luminizing powder is formulated 
with soft, silk-like powders and 
micronized pigments that shine a 
soft flicker of light onto the skin.

16-015100

FINISHING POWDER
Formulated with soft silk-like powders 
and micronized pigments to give a 
luminous soft matte finish. The unique 
formula blends perfectly with skin 
without caking or settling into fine lines.

SHADE 01: 15-242001 
SHADE 02: 15-242002 
SHADE 03: 15-242003 
SHADE 04: 15-242004

RADIANCE PRIMER
Glides onto the skin and 
offers a pearlescent optical 
blurring effect and restores 
luminosity. Reflective 
pigments attract and diffuse 
light and add a hyper-real 
youthful beauty to the skin.

71-271001

VELVET TOUCH® 
PRIMER
Glides over skin to smooth 
and mattify the complexion. 
Creates the illusion of 
flawless looking skin and 
dramatically improves 
makeup hold.

72-316001

MAKEUP SETTING SPRAY
Dispenses a pro 
performance fixative in a 
continuous spray for an 
airbrushed, flawless finish 
and weightless application. 
The non-drying, invisible 
formula sets in seconds and 
protects makeup under all 
conditions.

74-312001

VELVET TOUCH® 
FACE PALETTE
Contains three highly 
pigmented multi-dimensional 
blushes, along with a silky 
finish contouring shade and 
an opalescent light refractive 
highlighter.

35-510001

VELVET TOUCH® BLUSH
Refined powder formula provides exceptionally 
silky and lightweight application. Color builds 
beautifully, layer by layer, for flawless natural 
enhancement. Glaze facial contours to create 
radiance, definition and sculpted beauty.

SHADE 01: 17-022001 
SHADE 02: 17-045003 
SHADE 03: 17-165004 
SHADE 04: 17-305006 
SHADE 05: 17-302007 
SHADE 06: 17-305008

STROBING KIT
Strobing accentuates 
where the sun would 
naturally hit your face 
making it the go-to 
makeup technique for a 
flawless glow.

10-001255 

LIQUID LIGHT
Translucent, weightless formula 
gives instant radiance and lumi-
nosity to the complexion and can 
be used alone as a makeup base 
or as a highlighting accent to 
shape and lift the facial features.

SHADE 01: 73-355002 
SHADE 02: 73-235003 
SHADE 03: 73-305004
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VELVET TOUCH® METALS 
EYE SHADOW PALETTE
This palette contains intense 
molten metal shades from bright 
to bold. It provides a buttery rich 
finish for day or night.

34-241001

VELVET TOUCH® EYE SHADOW PALETTE
Creates a multitude of eye looks with buttery rich neutral 
pigments ranging from light to dark that wear beautifully 
through the day. 

34-241000

EYE

VELVET TOUCH® EYE SHADOW PRIMER
The ultra light and silky formula, blended with vitamin C, 
keeps eye shadow crease-free and colors true.

72-316002

PIXELATED COLOR® EYELIGHTER 
A luxuriously creamy concealer with HD pigments that scatter the light, banishing 
darkness and bringing a soft ethereal glow to the entire eye area.

PINK UNDERTONE SHADE 01: 16-433100 
YELLOW UNDERTONE SHADE 02: 16-433101 
PEACH UNDERTONE SHADE 03: 16-433102

PIXELATED COLOR® EYE SHADOW 
PALETTE
Micronized color pigments blend effortlessly onto 
eyes for a deep, light catching, color shifting 
gradient. Includes four exclusive Pro Basic shades 
and six Pixelated Color® Eye Shadow shades.

16-435100

VELVET TOUCH® EYE PENCIL SET 
This trio of intensely pigmented Jet Black, 
Deep Brown, and Waterline Nude Eye Pencils 
deliver waterproof and ultra smooth wear.

19-000001

VELVET TOUCH® METALS 
EYE PENCIL SET 
This trio of intensely pigmented 
Eggplant, Copper and Olive Eye 
Pencils deliver waterproof and 
ultra smooth wear.

19-000002

EYE
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KUMADORI COLOR COLLECTION
KU•MA•DOR•I ( ) An ancient Japanese Kabuki stagecraft makeup technique used to 
express the individual personalities of each character. Born from JAPONESQUE’s 
heritage, the Kumadori Color Collection is a stunning curation of premium color 
cosmetics that bring the ancient process to life with a modern spin. 
Artistry of the past meets today’s lifestyle to create a look that is 
an exceptional expression of inner beauty.

KUMADORI HIGHLIGHTER
Luxurious silky powder glides on to impart a beautiful 
radiant glow. The soft pearl finish layers seamlessly to 
build from subtle highlights to bold luminescence.

39-600001

KUMADORI DUAL ENDED BROW PENCIL
Created to deliver precision and control, this double 
ended pencil provides both triangular and oval tips for 
a refined professional effect. The precise point of the 
triangular tip creates a flawless outline and perfect 
details while the oval tip provides buildable color to fill 
the brow.

LIGHT/MEDIUM 39-400001 
MEDIUM/DARK 39-400002

KUMADORI LOOSE FINISHING POWDER
Luxurious to the touch, and softly mattifying but not 
drying, it provides an immaculate finish. The luxurious 
lacquered jar has a self-contained mirror, powder puff 
and sifter. Formulated with silk powder and green tea 
extract which contain antioxidants and amino acids 
known to combat the look of fatigue and dullness. 
The addition of rice bran oil also ensures no dryness.

39-200001

KUMADORI 
LUMINESCENT 
FINISHING POWDER
Luxurious ultra-light weight 
and super fine setting 
powder with an immaculate 
soft pearl finish. This 
weightless formulation 
applies evenly and blends 
effortlessly. Silk powder and 
green tea extract contain 
antioxidants and amino 
acids that combat the look 
of fatigue and dullness. The 
addition of rice bran oil also 
ensures no dryness.

10-001349

KUMADORI METALLIC 
EYE PENCIL TRIO
This trio of highly pigmented 
metallic eye pencils comes with 
Metallic Black, Metallic Silver and 
Metallic Gold. Everything needed 
for well dressed eyes in a water-
resistant and smudge-resistant 
formula. 

10-001352

KUMADORI FELT-TIP EYE LINER
Flows smoothly and cleanly onto the skin, 
with a flexible felt tip point that delivers 
precision whether adding the finest detail or 
creating the boldest cat-eye.

39-300001

KUMADORI MATTE 
LIQUID LIPSTICK
Combines comfortable long wear 
with an ultra-lightweight matte 
finish. A soft tapered tipped 
applicator provides control and 
precision for a bold, immaculately 
defined lip. Formulated with 
camellia seed oil and rice bran oil 
which contain vitamins and proteins 
known to soothe and moisturize.

RED 39-500001 
NUDE 39-500002 
METALLIC RED 10-001351

KUMADORI 
OMBRE HIGHLIGHTER
Gradiates from a Golden 
Pearl to a Bronze Pearl 
to allow for subtle to 
intense highlighting and 
a customized glow. Dust 
on Golden Pearl for subtle 
highlighting, Bronze Pearl 
for a little more intensity or 
somewhere in between for a 
perfect amount of glow.

10-001350

KUMADORI 
HIGHLIGHTING TRIO
Luxurious silky powder glides 
on to impart a beautiful radiant 
glow. The soft pearl finish layers 
seamlessly to build from subtle 
highlights to bold luminescence. 
Comes in three shades: 01 
Golden Pearl, 02 Bronze Pearl, 
and 03 Rose Pearl along with 
three gift boxes for easy gifting.

10-001348
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02BRUSHES & SPONGES Cosmetic 
brushes are our passion and our heritage. Inspired by the makeup tools 
of Kabuki theatre, JAPONESQUE brushes have become a benchmark 
of excellence among the world’s most respected makeup artists. Our 
exquisite collection of brushes and sponges are customized for today’s 
most trending techniques delivering a professional experience with 
precision application.



COMPLEXION
FLUFF POWDER
Expertly constructed with a luxurious rounded tip, the natural and 
synthetic blend of hairs are specifically designed to diffuse a flawless 
application of loose powder, mineral or bronzing powders over the face or 
body. Natural/Synthetic Blend.

BP-716

FLUFF CONCEALER
Cushiony fibers apply a veil of cream or liquid concealer over shadows and 
blemishes for a photo ready complexion, even under harsh light. Synthetic.

BP-713

SLANTED POWDER
Expertly crafted angled brush hairs contour to the angles of the face to 
evenly apply powder for professional results. The soft hairs and slanted shape 
allows maximum pick up and better control while minimizing waste. Natural/
Synthetic Blend.

BP-722

PRECISION BAKING
Specially angled brush delivers the ideal amount of product to smaller areas 
of the face. Pack on powder and let set. Finish by brushing away excess 
powder. Synthetic.

BP-712

DOMED POWDER
Provides all over coverage with any powder formulation for an even, polished 
look. Super-soft brush hairs effortlessly glide on loose, pressed, mineral or 
bronzing powders to cover pores and imperfections, while the domed shape 
reduces fall out to minimize product waste. Natural/Synthetic Blend.

BP-720

BB/CC CREAM
The brush head is perfectly contoured with a uniquely measured density to roll 
and buff BB and CC Creams over the skin for a glowing, hydrated 
and ultra-natural finish. Synthetic.

BP-705

BLUSH
Ideal for highlighting, contouring and blending, the natural and synthetic 
blend of hairs gently distribute color beautifully with minimal effort to 
create natural, diffused clean color. 
Natural/Synthetic Blend.

BP-717

STRAIGHT FOUNDATION
The densely packed brush ensures complete coverage over every pore and 
blemish for a photo ready complexion. Soft velvety fibers easily buff in 
foundation and deliver exquisite results. Synthetic. 

BP-707

HIGHLIGHTER FAN
Ideal for highlighting all areas of the face with a gentle, feather-like effect. 
Soft fan shaped brush diffuses powder across cheekbones, on brow bones 
or other parts of the face to accentuate features to perfection. Synthetic.

BP-719

HIGH DENSITY FOUNDATION
The densely packed brush is designed to apply foundation to cover every 
pore and blemish for maximum coverage and minimal waste. The ultra-soft 
fibers easily glide on cream, powder or liquid foundation for an airbrushed 
finish. Synthetic.

BP-708

TAPERED POWDER - SMALL
Fluffy brush hairs effortlessly glide on powders, highlighters and bronzers for 
an even, polished look. Small tapered brush tip allows for more controlled 
application of product onto smaller targeted facial features. Natural/Synthetic 
Blend.

BP-721

HIGH DENSITY FOUNDATION - SMALL
The small, densely packed brush is designed to apply foundation 
to specific areas of the face with precision and control for 
maximum coverage and minimal waste. Synthetic.
 
BP-709

DOMED POWDER - SMALL
Super-soft brush hairs effortlessly glide on loose, pressed, mineral or 
bronzing powders over skin to cover pores and imperfections, while the 
domed shape reduces fall out to minimize product waste. 
Natural/Synthetic Blend.

BP-718

STIPPLING
The blend of dual length hairs are uniquely crafted to lightly 
distribute liquid or cream foundation to create an airbrushed finish. 
Can also be used for powders and blush. Synthetic.

BP-736

CURVED CONTOUR
The large head and soft velvety brush fibers easily glide on and buff 
in cream, powder or liquid product for the ultimate contoured effect. 
Synthetic. 

BP-710

CURVED CONTOUR - SMALL
The small head and soft velvety brush hairs easily apply cream, powder 
or liquid product to targeted areas of the face to minimize and contour 
facial features. Synthetic. 
 
BP-711

ROUNDED FOUNDATION
The flat, rounded brush is specifically designed to reach 
into contours of the face for precision application around 
eyes, nose and chin. The soft hairs hold their shape yet 
flex to the face for complete coverage. Synthetic. 
 
BP-706ROUND CONCEALER

The cushiony rounded brush tapers to a domed tip that blends cream or liquid 
concealer and foundation to a smooth, flawless finish. Synthetic. 
 
BP-714

PRECISION CONCEALER
The flat side of the brush easily blends concealer creating a smooth, flawless 
finish. The tapered edge allows for precise application in the corner of the 
eyes or around the crevices of the nose. Synthetic. 
 
BP-715
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EYE & LIP
ALL OVER EYE SHADOW
The ideal tool for applying foundation, eye shadow 
primer or base eye shadow color from lid to brow 
bone. The larger brush head size delivers the perfect 
amount of coverage in a few gentle strokes and the 
soft fluffy hairs make it an ideal tool for applying base 
color. Synthetic. 
 
BP-726

EYE SMUDGER
Perfect for smudging edges, softening lines, and 
blending color. Ideal for use with loose or pressed 
pigments to create soft lines at the outer corner of the 
eyes, or along the lash line. Natural. 
 
BP-346

CREAM EYE SHADER
Uniquely designed to apply any cream based eye shadow with an 
even, smooth finish. Synthetic fibers ensure color goes on easily 
and blends without streaking. Synthetic. 
 
BP-727

BROW & LASH SHAPER
Uniquely crafted for perfect results, the 
spoolie gently brushes lash hairs into place 
and shapes brows. The tight natural bristles 
of the brow definer further grooms and 
shapes brows, while the lash comb’s fine 
teeth separate lashes eliminating mascara 
clumps. Natural. 
 
BP-733

CREASE BLENDING
The brush’s silky fibers taper to a fluffy dome for controlled 
blending and exceptional color diffusion. Ideal for applying 
transitional colors and achieving an airbrushed smoky effect. 
Natural. 
 
BP-723

CUT CREASE BLENDING
This innovative, elliptical brush packs fibers into a beveled tip for 
an effortless crease line and precise blending. The natural fibers 
offer superb blending and application control. Natural. 
 
BP-724

POINTED CREASE BLENDING
Uniquely designed brush head easily blends color into the eye 
crease area. The specially designed long tapered hairs deliver color 
to targeted areas with precision for the ultimate blending control. 
Synthetic. 
 
BP-725

150° POINTED EYELINER
The tapered, super-fine tip and angled handle fit perfectly along the lash line, 
making it easy to draw clean, crisp lines with extreme precision. Synthetic. 
 
BP-731

CAT EYELINER
Specially angled brush provides leverage 
and control for applying liquid liner in 
precise lines like a Pro. Soft bristles cleanly 
glide liquid liner along the upper lash line. 
Tapered brush tip finishes to a fine point to 
create the perfect angled wing. Synthetic. 
 
BP-730

EYE DETAILER
The ultimate versatile eye color 
brush. Small rounded brush 
head creates soft definition in 
the eye crease, adds color to 
the outer corners of the eye, or 
smudges liner at the lash line 
for an expert smoky effect. 
Synthetic. 
 
BP-728

ANGLED EYELINER
Ideal for creating a dramatically defined eye 
with precision and control. The firm and angled 
brush hairs create a sharp and defined line of 
color at the lash line. Synthetic. 
 
BP-347

ANGLED BROW FILLER
Uniquely designed to fill in eyebrows and 
create definition and shape. This wide brush 
deposits the perfect amount of color, while 
the angled hairs aid in the shaping of brow 
lines. Synthetic. 
 
BP-732

ANGLED BROW DEFINER
The brush deposits color and shades the 
brow area while the angled tip creates 
definition from the brow arch to the tip. 
The natural fibers offer superb blending 
and application control. Natural. 
 
BP-734

EYE HIGHLIGHTER FAN
This miniature fan brush applies color with a gentle, 
feather-like effect making it ideal for accentuating 
around small facial areas. Synthetic. 
 
BP-729

ALL OVER LIP
The rounded dense brush provides complete coverage, even in 
crevices, for lasting color. Perfect for touch-ups throughout the day 
with a cap that makes it portable so you can take it everywhere. 
Synthetic. 
 
BP-735

RETRACTABLE LIP
The retractable synthetic fiber brush head tapers to a fine point for 
precision lining and a mistake-free application. The fine bristles 
are designed to apply color to the lips, filling in lines and small 
crevices, creating a fuller looking pout. Synthetic. 
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KUMADORI BRUSH COLLECTION
KU•MA•DOR•I ( ) An ancient Japanese Kabuki stagecraft makeup technique used to 
express the individual personalities of each character. Born from JAPONESQUE’s 
heritage, the Kumadori Brush Collection is a stunning collection of premium 
face brushes featuring superb luxurious fibers and wisteria wrapped 
handles. 

KUMADORI BEAUTY SPONGES
Uniquely designed to help create an airbrushed finish 
for a flawless sculpted appearance. The wide end 
perfectly smoothes cream and powders while the 
pointed end easily fits smaller areas of the face.

BP-401 ANGLED 
BP-400 MARBLED

KUMADORI 
FAN BRUSH
This uniquely designed featherweight 
brush with soft fibers gently brushes 
on highlighters for a smooth and even 
distribution. 
 
BP-701

KUMADORI 
BLENDING BRUSH 
The exceptionally soft touch wide 
handle feels luxurious to hold 
while the ultra-soft natural brush 
hairs blend powders and liquids 
to smooth perfection. 
 
BP-703

KUMADORI 
POWDER BRUSH 
This multi-use brush can be used for powder 
foundation, setting powder or bronzer. The 
luxurious natural fibers deliver the perfect 
layer of powder onto the skin. 
 
BP-702

KUMADORI CONTOUR/ 
HIGHLIGHTING BRUSH
The natural fibers lightly deposit pigmented powders 
while the hand-cut shape offers ideal control and 
precision for specific contour and highlighting areas. 
 
BP-704
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ESSENTIAL 
BRUSH SET
Collection of four 
expertly crafted brushes 
for the face and eyes.  
Complexion brushes glide 
on foundation and powder 
for a professional flawless 
finish. Precision eye 
brushes offer the ultimate 
in versatility for eye lining, 
smudging or all over color. 
 
BS-020

BRUSH SETS

VELVET TOUCH EYE 
BRUSH SET 
A collection of four 
expertly curated brushes 
with soft touch handles 
and plush brush heads 
that lend to silky and 
effortless blending, lining 
and shadows.  
 
BS-022

COMPLEXION 
TRIO
An exquisite trio of 
professional-grade 
brushes to create the 
prefect complexion.  
Achieve the ideal 
balance of foundation 
and concealer to prime, 
perfect and buff the skin 
to flawless airbrushed 
perfection. 
 
BS-021

MUST-HAVE 
COMPLEXION 
BRUSH DUO
This durable yet ultra-
soft duo offers endless 
complexion enhancing 
capabilities. Rely on them 
for expert application of 
highlighters, bronzers, 
blushes, and powders. 
 
BS-027

PRO ESSENTIALS 
EYE BRUSH SET
A trio of handcrafted, 
professional-grade 
brushes with a soft 
blend of synthetic fibers 
for luxurious blending 
of creams, shadows, 
and pigments for 
eyes. Combines expert 
craftsmanship with the
world’s most beautiful 
bristles to create
the perfect eye look. 
 
BS-023

MUST-HAVE 
BAKING BRUSH 
DUO
Achieve flawless 
perfection with this 
duo of specially angled 
baking brushes. Densely 
packed synthetic brush 
hairs pack on powder for 
the ultimate in makeup 
baking application. 
 
BS-029

MUST-HAVE 
HIGHLIGHTING 
BRUSH DUO 
Tri-toned professional 
grade synthetic brush 
fibers deposit just the 
right amount of product 
and have blending 
capabilities for airbrushed 
perfection. Delivers 
dimension to your face 
for a radiant-looking 
complexion with total 
ease. 
 
BS-028

MUST-HAVE 
BROW BRUSH TRIO
This brush trio 
uncomplicates the art of 
sculpting, coloring and 
highlighting brows. 
 
BS-025

MUST-HAVE 
COLOR 
CORRECTING 
BRUSH DUO
This brush duo applies 
even the thickest color 
correcting products with 
total mastery. Endless 
uses for this duo include 
blending, buffing, 
stippling and color 
correction. 
 
BS-026
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03BRUSH CARE: JAPONESQUE offers a range of award 
winning brush cleaners and conditioners that maintain the beauty of all 
types of makeup brushes. A clean brush allows for optimal performance 
of makeup for flawless results. Conditioning brushes prolongs the life of 
a brush and keeps them soft and in “like-new” condition. A must-have 
of every makeup artist, JAPONESQUE brush cleaners meet every need 
from solids and liquids to instant-dry waterless cleanser for on-set fast 
change needs.



CITRUS SCENT MAKEUP 
BRUSH CLEANSER
Specially formulated to quickly 
lift away all types of makeup 
including powder, cream, 
gel or wax based product 
for improved hygiene and 
prolonged brush performance. 
Restores and maintains your 
brush’s original beauty.

1 OZ. CITRUS SCENT:  MS-043 
4.25 OZ. CITRUS SCENT:  MS-045 
16 OZ. CITRUS SCENT:  MS-047

BRUSH CLEANSING TRIO
Specially formulated to quickly 
lift away all types of makeup 
including powder, cream, gel or 
wax based product for improved 
hygiene and prolonged brush 
performance. Restores and 
maintains your brush’s original 
beauty.

Trio includes: 
1 OZ. Citrus, 
1 OZ. Coconut  
1 OZ. Rosewater 
 
MS-058

ROSEWATER SCENT 
MAKEUP BRUSH 
CLEANSER
Specially formulated to quickly 
lift away all types of makeup 
including powder, cream, 
gel or wax based product 
for improved hygiene and 
prolonged brush performance. 
Restores and maintains your 
brush’s original beauty.

1 OZ. ROSEWATER SCENT:  MS-048
4.25 OZ. ROSEWATER SCENT:  MS-046

BRUSH CARE
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BRUSH CLEANSING MAT
Ensure your cosmetic brushes are 
thoroughly cleansed. This innovative 
mat features 5 different surface textures 
designed to easily and effectively scrub 
away makeup buildup on brushes of all 
sizes. It’s a must-have addition to any 
brush cleansing regime. 
 
MS-081

BRUSH CARE

POWDER COLOR CHANGE
Go from dark to light powders without 
having to switch brushes. Dry color 
cleansing sponge quickly cleans brushes 
between colors. No need to change brushes 
or even get them wet! No water or other 
brush cleansing product necessary. 
 
MS-082

CONDITIONING MAKEUP 
BRUSH SHAMPOO 4 FL.OZ.
Formulated with argan oil to cleanse 
and condition brushes and beauty 
sponges of all types while helping to 
extend their longevity. Freshly scented 
foaming formula is ideal for use weekly 
or as needed to remove the buildup of 
makeup on brush hairs and sponges.

MS-065

SOLID BRUSH CLEANSER

Quickly removes makeup buildup to deep clean your 
brushes and sponges. Delivers instant mess free results 
and is the perfect travel friendly cleansing companion.

2 OZ. GOATS MILK:  MS-055
2 OZ. COCONUT:  MS-056
.05 OZ. GOATS MILK WITH SCRUBBING PAD:  MS-062

WATERLESS BRUSH CLEANSER 
2.36 FL. OZ.
Effective waterless cleanser for the makeup 
pro on the go to quickly remove all types 
of cosmetics.  Rapid dry formula leaves 
brushes free of makeup residue and 
instantly ready to transition to the next 
color. 
 
2.36 FL. OZ. MS-060
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04IMPLEMENTS JAPONESQUE beauty implements 
are made with exceptional materials, superior craftsmanship and our 
uncompromising standards. Our tweezers, lash curlers and brow tools 
are precision crafted to provide salon quality results. Our nail clippers, 
files and buffers groom hands and feet to complete any look to polished 
perfection.



TWEEZERS

PRO PERFORMANCE 
TWEEZER DUO
Ideal duo to eliminate 
stray hairs for professional 
quality brow care at 
home. 
 
Slant Tip: Delivers 
balance and alignment for 
flawless brow shaping.
 
Point Tip: Extracts small, 
fine hairs for defining 
results.

MT-200

PRO PERFORMANCE 
POINT TWEEZER
Easily extracts fine, small 
hairs for professional, 
defining, quality brow 
care at home.  Full size 
for perfect balance and 
alignment. 

MT-206

PRO PERFORMANCE 
BROW GROOMING 
TWEEZER
Flawlessly grooms brows 
for professional quality 
brow care at home.

Brow Brush: Grooms 
brows into place prior to 
tweezing. 

Slant Tip Tweezer: 
Removes unwanted hair to 
shape brows to perfection.

MT-207

GLAMOUR 
TWEEZER DUO
Precision crafted duo 
expertly eliminates hair 
and shapes brows to 
perfection at home or 
on the go. Stylish finish 
provides glamour with 
control and comfort.

Full Size Slant Tip: 
Delivers balance and 
alignment for flawless 
brow shaping.

Mini Point Tip: Extracts 
small, fine hairs for 
defining results.

MT-201

LUXE 
SLANT TWEEZER 
Flawlessly eliminates 
stray hairs and shapes 
brows to perfection. Full 
size and precision crafted 
for perfect balance and 
alignment.  Stylish design 
and innovative soft touch 
finish provides extra 
control and comfort.

MT-202

PRO PERFORMANCE 
SLANT TWEEZER
Eliminates stray hairs for 
professional quality brow 
care at home. Full size 
for perfect balance and 
alignment. 

MT-205

VELVET TOUCH 
SLANT TWEEZER
Flawlessly eliminates 
stray hairs and shapes 
brows to perfection. Full 
size and precision crafted 
for perfect balance and 
alignment. Innovative soft 
touch finish provides extra 
control and comfort.  

MT-203

VELVET TOUCH 
TWEEZER DUO
Precision crafted duo 
flawlessly eliminates 
hair and shapes brows 
to perfection at home or 
on the go. Innovative soft 
touch finish provides extra 
control and comfort. 

Slant Tip: Flawlessly 
removes unwanted hair.

Point Tip: Extracts small, 
fine hairs for defining 
results.

MT-204

ARTISAN SLANT TIP 
TWEEZER
Expertly eliminates stray 
hairs with perfection. 
Precision crafted for 
perfect balance and 
alignment. Finished with a 
deep, rich enamel coating 
for a great in-hand feel.

SILVER MT-084 
CHEETAH MT-103

CLEAR SKIN TOOL
Helps remove blemishes 
quickly and easily for 
clear, clean skin.

Angled loop: Removes 
whiteheads.

Flat loop: Presses out 
blackheads.

MT-606

DUAL SHARPENER
Two-sharpeners-in-one 
restoring any makeup 
pencil to a fine, flawless 
point.

MT-111

KITS & SETS

TOUCH UP 
RAZOR SET
Expertly grooms brows 
at home or on the go.

Razor: Trims unwanted 
hair with amazing 
precision. 

Lash-Brow Comb: All-in-
one, perfect for grooming 
small fine hairs.

MT-062

BROW KIT
Innovative collection is designed to groom 
and maintain brows with absolute accuracy 
using four simple steps.
Kit Includes: Pink case; mini compact 
containing two brow powders, one brow wax, 
mini brow brush and mini spoolie; angled 
tweezer; brow gel; three brow stencils and a 
step-by-step instruction guide.

MT-015

PRO PERFORMANCE 
BROW GROOMING DUO
Expertly shapes and trims 
brows for professional quality 
results.

Spoolie: brushes brows neatly 
into place.

Scissor: trims unwanted hair 
with accuracy and ease.

MT-230

VELVET TOUCH PEDICURE KIT
Pampers feet to polished perfection.

Foot Smoother: Stainless steel micro 
file polishes tough calluses while the 
emery buffing side smooths to reveal 
soft supple skin.

Toenail Clipper: Neatly clips and trims 
nails to help prevent ingrown toenails.

Salon Board: Ideal for shaping nails.

MT-226

GLAMOUR 
MANICURE KIT
Keep nails neat and trim 
with stylish nail essentials 
that are perfect for home 
or on the go. Kit includes: 
Sapphire Nail File, Cuticle 
Remover, Nail Buff & 
Shine Board, Nail Clipper 
and Pouch.

MT-217

TRAVEL 
MANICURE KIT
Contains all the beauty 
essentials you need to 
keep nails neat and trim. 
Kit includes: Stainless 
Steel Dual Ended Cuticle 
Pusher, Slant Tweezer, 
Stainless Steel Nail File, 
Nail Clipper, Cuticle 
Scissors, Nail & Cuticle 
Nipper and Case.

MT-219

BEAUTY ACCESSORIES
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BROW & LASH TOOLS

VELVET TOUCH 
EYELASH 
SEPARATOR
Comfortably separates 
eyelashes and removes 
mascara clumps for 
superb lash definition. 

MT-233

VELVET TOUCH 
FALSE LASH 
APPLICATOR
Comfortably positions 
false lashes on the lash 
line with precision, ease, 
and expert results.

MT-234

FALSE LASH 
APPLICATOR
Expertly applies false 
lashes with ease and 
precision.

MS-013

BROW GROOMER 
SCISSOR & COMB
Functions as both a brow 
trimmer and cutting 
shears. 

Brow Comb: Combs brows 
upward for trimming.

Shears: The exposed 
blade and scissor act as a 
precise cutting tool.
 
MT-052

EXTREME 
EYELASH CURLER
Delivers a perfect curl 
every time. High arch 
contoured design and 
soft lash pad create a 
dramatic, deep curl.

MT-224

PRO PERFORMANCE 
EYELASH CURLER 
Delivers a perfect curl every 
time. Natural arch design and 
soft lash pad create a soft 
sweeping curl. Easy to squeeze 
ergonomic handle provides 
maximum control at a variety of 
angles for eye opening results.

MT-223

NATURAL 
EYELASH CURLER
Delivers a perfect curl 
every time. Natural arch 
design and soft lash pad 
create a natural, sweeping 
curl.

MT-225

GO CURL POCKET 
LASH CURLER
Compact design creates 
deep sweeping long-
lasting lashes. The ideal 
travel companion.

BLACK MT-036 
PINK ZT-936

POWER CURLER
Creates a sweeping, eye 
opening curl with ease. 
The unique, precision 
crafted pivot design 
applies consistent, 
straight-line pressure on 
the lashes for flawless 
results every time.

MT-059

ERGO-GRIP 
EYELASH CURLER
Designed with the 
professional makeup 
artist in mind to create 
a sweeping, eye opening 
curl with ease. The unique 
handle can be gripped 
in a variety of ways for 
control and comfort.

MT-049

HEATED 
LASH CURLER
Creates a long-lasting 
sweeping, deep, natural 
curl with heat. Ideal for 
hard to curl lashes. Use 
before or after mascara 
application.

BLACK MT-037 
PINK MT-137

PRO PERFORMANCE 
BEAUTY SCISSOR
Blades curve away from 
skin to groom facial hair 
and brows for up close 
grooming.

MT-229

PRECISION 
LASH DEFINER
Expertly designed to glide 
through mascara leaving 
clump-free lashes that are 
separated and defined.

MT-038
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VELVET TOUCH 
NAIL TOOL
Gently pushes back 
cuticles and cleans nails 
to create a smooth, clean 
surface. Innovative soft 
touch finish provides extra 
control and comfort.

MT-231

VELVET TOUCH 
CUTICLE REMOVER
Gently yet thoroughly 
removes cuticles for 
expert results at home. 
Innovative soft touch 
finish provides extra 
control and comfort.

MT-232 

VELVET TOUCH PEDICURE 
ESSENTIAL DUO
Expertly relieves painful 
ingrown toenails with precision. 
Innovative soft touch finish 
provides extra control and 
comfort. 
 
Cuticle Pusher: Gently pushes 
back cuticles and cleans nails to 
create a smooth, clean surface.

Toenail Nipper: Hand sharpened 
long blade carefully cuts ingrown 
toenails.

MT-218

VELVET TOUCH 
MANICURE NIPPER
Precision crafted, hand-
sharpened nipper blades 
carefully remove cuticles 
and hangnails safely. 
Innovative soft touch 
finish provides extra 
control and comfort.

MT-221

PRO PERFORMANCE 
CUTICLE NIPPER
Precision crafted, hand-
sharpened nipper blades 
carefully remove cuticles 
and hangnails safely.

MT-220

HAND & FOOT CARE

VELVET TOUCH 
FOOT SMOOTHER
Expertly removes and 
smooths calluses to reveal 
soft supple skin.

MT-227

VELVET TOUCH 
CALLUS SHAVER
Safely, yet thoroughly 
removes tough calluses 
with ease to reveal soft 
supple skin.

MT-228

VELVET TOUCH 
NAIL CLIPPER
Precision curved, classic 
shaped blades neatly 
clip and trim fingernails 
with ease. Innovative soft 
touch finish provides extra 
control and comfort.

MT-216

VELVET TOUCH 
TOENAIL CLIPPER
Straight edge blades 
neatly clip and trim nails 
and help prevent ingrown 
toenails. Innovative soft 
touch finish provides extra 
control and comfort.

MT-215

PRO PERFORMANCE 
NAIL CLIPPER
Precision curved, classic 
shaped blades neatly clip 
and trim fingernails with 
ease.

MT-214

PRO PERFORMANCE 
TOENAIL CLIPPER
Straight edge blades 
neatly clip and trim nails 
and help prevent ingrown 
toenails.

MT-213

PRO PERFORMANCE 
NAIL CLIPPER DUO
Keeps nails neat and trim 
for professional quality 
results at home.

Nail Clipper: Precision 
curved, classic shaped 
blades neatly clip and 
trim fingernails with ease.

 Toenail Clipper: Straight 
edge blades neatly clip 
and trim nails and help 
prevent ingrown toenails.

MT-212

GLAMOUR SALON 
BOARDS
Medium grit, padded 
surface is ideal for 
shaping nails at home 
with style.

MT-209

ESSENTIAL EMERY 
BOARDS
Perfect for reducing length 
and shaping nails. Multi 
pack means you can leave 
one in every drawer, purse 
and travel bag.

MT-210

TRAVEL SALON 
BOARDS
Medium grit, padded 
surface is ideal for 
shaping nails. Durable 
case provides protection 
in purses or travel bags.

MT-208

LUXE NAIL CLIPPER
Precision curved, classic 
shaped blades neatly clip 
and trim fingernails with 
ease.  Innovative soft 
touch finish provides extra 
control and comfort. 
 

MT-211

PRO PERFORMANCE 
TOENAIL NIPPER
Precision crafted, hand-
sharpened, angled blades 
and heavy gauge clip 
through tough toenails 
with ease. No slip hold 
coating provides extra 
control. 

MT-222
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05PRO TOOLS: JAPONESQUE is one of the most respected 
brands in cosmetics; coveted by industry insiders, celebrated makeup 
artists and beauty enthusiasts all over the world.  Our comprehensive 
line of professional makeup artist tools and accessories is designed 
specifically for the working artist to provide the tools needed for success, 
whether in the studio, on-set or at a remote photoshoot location.



PRO TOOLS

36-WELL PALETTE
Features 36 compartments. 
Includes a spatula to scoop or 
slice lipstick or cream makeup 
into 36 compartments. This 
palette includes a detachable 
clear acetate sheet separator 
and space for a brush or 
pencil. 
 

PP-801

PRO MAKEUP CASE
Hand-crafted with double-
sided accordion tiered trays 
with adjustable dividers and a 
large lower compartment for 
ample storage.  A must-have 
for organizing and storing 
beauty essentials. 
 
CP-069

14-WELL PALETTE
Includes 14 
compartments. This 
palette features a 
thumb-notch center 
divider attached with a 
long hinge.

PP-008

35-WELL PALETTE
Features 35 deep 
compartments. This 
palette includes a white 
center divider attached 
with a long hinge. 
 
PP-006

TRAIN CASE
Expertly designed to organize 
and transport makeup brushes, 
tools and accessories. This 
classic design features four 
tiered trays and a large lower 
compartment for ample 
storage. The convenient foldout 
accordion trays allow for easy 
access to all levels of the case. 
 
PINK CS-351 
BLACK CS-051 
SILVER CS-061

SET BAG
Expertly constructed 
of durable nylon fabric 
with a functional central 
compartment that is large 
enough to house a large 
assortment of beauty 
essentials. Features 
multiple outer pockets 
with zippers and inside 
dividers perfect for storing 
brushes and implements. 
 
CP-999

TOOL & BRUSH 
APRON
Multiple pockets, pouches 
and hooks to keep 
brushes and beauty tools 
organized and accessible. 
The convenient and 
streamlined design 
includes mesh pockets 
and an adjustable belt for 
optimal comfort. 
 

BC-009

9-POCKET 
BRUSH CASE
Designed to protect 
and extend the life of 
cosmetic brushes, the 
soft, yet durable vinyl case 
features a protective flap 
overlay and folds into a 
stylish envelope with a 
tight Velcro closure. 
 

BC-018

TOOL & BRUSH BELT
Holds multiple brushes 
and beauty tools. The 
compact and efficient 
design includes a 
hidden inside pocket, a 
business card case and 
an adjustable belt for 
optimal comfort. 
 
BC-008

PRO MAKEUP ARTIST WIPES
Instantly dissolve and gently remove 
all types of makeup (including 
waterproof makeup), dirt, and 
grime, while hydrating the skin with 
Vitamin E. These nourishing cloths 
are incredibly refreshing, alcohol-
free, and environmentally friendly 
made of biodegradable materials.  
 
MS-051
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japonesque.com

facebook.com/japonesque.createbeauty

twitter.com/japonesque

instagram.com/japonesque

youtube.com/c/japonesquebeauty

2420 CAMINO RAMON, SUITE 250 
SAN RAMON, CA 94583

 
t: 925.866.6670 
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